We had a great first meeting. We began the meeting with some introductions. We briefly introduced our organization, officers and advisors. We moved on to a short video. It introduced our club and all the fun involved in this organization.

Amanda explained the dues. It costs only $40 for the entire year.

The breakdown is:
$25 goes to International
$10 goes to District
$5 goes to Bradley club

It is worth it to be involved in such a wonderful International organization and keep in mind you get your monies worth. Bradley reimburses 2/3 of any major leadership event. Bradley will also reimburse you $10 of your dues if you reach blue level.

I discussed the different levels that a member can reach. There are two different levels a member can reach – blue level and gold level. They involve completing events such as service, K-family, social, fundraising, etc. Keep in mind that levels are not obligations but simply an honor. All of these honorary levels should be placed and explained on the website soon.

We did a quick report of service that took place this past weekend and Nicole explained the upcoming events. We have some great events coming up soon. Let me know if you are interested!

If you have any question about anything, feel free to contact us at:

Jen Jaquet jjaquet@bradley.edu
Nicole McNeil mmcneil7@bradley.edu
Laura Canning ckreminder@yahoo.com
Amanda Ashby aashby@bradley.edu

UPCOMING EVENTS –
***Soccer Social – Friday Sept. 2 @ 6:45; Meet in front of the Student Center
***Commonplace event (working with children) – Sept. 7th @ 4:30-6
***Commonplace Walk (helping with event) – Sept 10 @ 7:30-9am and 9-11am
***Ghost Stories – Fri. Sept 23rd @ 7:40
***Return to Hogwarts – Sat. Sept. 24th @ 3:40-6:30